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Abstract
The article describes the construction and testing of a functional model of an innovative warp 
– knitting machine for technical spatial knitted fabrics with an original structure. Design 
assumptions regarding the geometrical, kinematic and driving characteristics of the machine 
are described. The functional model as well as its physical implementation as a research 
stand are presented. The production phases of the 3D knitted fabric are also demonstrated. 
The research results are described and their importance for the construction of a machine 
prototype of the production version are emphasised.
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by the authors, is fully realistic, at least in 
relation to the simplest geometric forms 
of knitted fabrics. Article [2] describes 
a physical model in which a fragment of 
a knitted fabric in the form of a solid with 
a square cross-section and side length 
of two inches was obtained manually, 
which confirms the thesis above. The lit-
erature references cited above constitute 
the starting point for the development 
of works, in particular the construction 
of a functional model of a warp-knitting 
machine of a new type.

The few literature sources available de-
scribe well-known and frequently ap-
plied technological and constructional 
solutions with respect to distance knitted 
fabrics, which are closest to the model 
considered. The latest collection of arti-
cles by representatives of various textile 
technologies, entitled “Advances in 3D 
Textiles” [3], provides a comprehensive 
overview of the current state of knowl-
edge in the field of 3D textiles. It pre-
sents spacer knitted fabrics produced on 
both weft-knitting (flat and circular) and 
warp-knitting machines. The warp-knit-
ting machines described in the articles 

 Introduction
The technology of 3D technical textile 
products developed, as well as the idea 
of a warp-knitting machine for their 
production are of an innovative char-
acter [1, 2]. Similar technologies for 
spacer and multilayer knitted fabrics 
are popular and widely used. However, 
they only refer to fabrics whose walls 
do not form a closed shape in the cross 
section, which results in their relatively 
low stability and limits their application 
in composite construction products. This 
publication presents selected results of 
application-oriented research work on 
a model of a machine for producing knit-
ted fabrics in the form of solids, with the 
cross-section forming a closed shape, 
e.g. a square (Figure 1.a). It can be sup-
posed that the stability of such structures 
is sufficient and that they can be applied 
as a reinforcement in composite beams, 
which can be used, for example, in land-
scape architecture or machine construc-
tion (Figure 1.b).

 Literature survey on  
the technology of 3D knitted 
fabrics

There is a small number of literature 
sources concerning the technology of 3D 
spacer knitted fabrics, as it is a relative-
ly novel research field. The concept of 
innovative technology and some general 
assumptions concerning the warp-knit-
ting machine developed by the team of 
the Department of Knitting Technology 
and Textile Machinery of TUL are pre-
sented in the patent description [1] and 
several related publications, mainly [2]. 
These sources were used to develop the 
design assumptions of the functional 
model presented in Figure 3 of this ar-
ticle. The concept described, as indicated 

are double-needle bed machines from 
Karl Mayer (Figure 2).

Technology for distance knitted fab-
rics intended for the production of mat-
tresses is also presented in articles by 
J. Grębowski, e.g. [4], where the author 
compares individual machine models in 
terms of the thickness of knitted fabrics 
produced on them. The author also pre-
sents a Highdistance machine specially 
constructed for maximum thicknesses 
(40-65 mm). A theoretical study of the 
structure of such knitted fabrics in terms 
of strength optimisation is presented by 
B. Supeł in [5].

Comparative conclusions were drawn 
from the literature analysis. In the case 
of the designed warp-knitting machine, 
fabric thickness in both directions of the 
cross section is to equal 100 mm, and po-
tentially even up to 200 mm. This means 
that the stroke of the guide bar guiding 
the warp thread of the inner layer of the 
knitted fabric in this machine is several 
times larger than in the case of machines 
for manufacturing distance fabrics. This 
implies a different type of motion of the 

Figure 1. Innovative 3D knitted fabric: a) – layers of knitted fabric with a square base, outer – 
sidewalls and inner – filling, b) – knitted fabric applied as a reinforcement of composite beams.
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1. Introduction 
The technology of 3D technical textile products developed, as well as the idea of a warp-
knitting machine for their production are of an innovative character [1,2]. Similar 
technologies for spacer and multilayer knitted fabrics are popular and widely used. However, 
they only refer to fabrics whose walls do not form a closed shape in the cross section, which 
results in their relatively low stability and limits their application in composite construction 
products. This publication presents selected results of application-oriented research work on a 
model of a machine for producing knitted fabrics in the form of solids, with the cross-section 
forming a closed shape, e.g. a square (Fig. 1a). It can be supposed that the stability of such 
structures is sufficient and that they can be applied as a reinforcement in composite beams, 
which can be used, for example,  in landscape architecture or machine construction (Fig. 1b). 
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a) - layers of knitted fabric with a square base, outer – sidewalls and inner - filling 
b) - knitted fabric applied as a reinforcement of composite beams 
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guide bars guiding the warp threads (rec-
tilinear instead of swinging) and signifi-
cant differences in the construction of the 
machine.

 General assumptions  
and conceptual design  
of the functional model  
of the warp-knitting machine

General assumptions and the conceptual 
design of the machine model derive pri-
marily from the concept of 3D knitting 

technology. The main difference between 
the construction of distance knitted fab-
rics and 3D knitted fabrics according 
to [1, 2] is the sidewall structure of the 
cross-section. In the case of distance 
knitted fabrics, it does not constitute 
a closed circumference, and the two op-
posite walls of the outer layers are con-
nected by thread loops (connectors) of 
the filling layer (Figure 1.b). In the case 
of the innovative knitted fabric, the side-
walls form a closed circumference, and 
the filling is built of successive layers of 

connectors perpendicular to each other, 
and not one-way as in distance fabrics. 
It can be said that such a knitted structure 
consists of two crossed distance knitted 
fabrics, or that it constitutes a common 
part, where the two fabrics perpendic-
ular to each other penetrate. Regarding 
the manufacturing process, distance knit-
ted fabrics are produced on two needle 
combs, whereas the innovative fabric, as 
can be concluded from the above, has to 
be formed on a four-comb warp-knitting 
machine. Each of the combs corresponds 
to one sidewall or outer layer to which it 
is parallel. General assumptions and the 
associated conceptual design of the four-
comb warp-knitting machine constitute 
the first stage in the process of construct-
ing the functional model (Figure 3). Ac-
tivities related to the construction and 
testing of the functional model are the 
subject of an application-oriented scien-
tific work [6].

The conceptual design was developed on 
the basis of preliminary assumptions and 
basic technical features which have to be 
considered for each newly designed ma-
chine [14]. These technical features are 
first formulated in general terms, then 
further elaborated (i.e. simulation mod-
els, including the initial one, geometric 
and structural one [7, 8], and then the 
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Figure 2. Distance knitted fabric: a) Loop-forming elements of a double-needle bed warp 
knitting machine: needles, sinkers, knockover combs, guide bars (1, 2, 5, 6 – for threads 
of the outer layers, 3, 4 – for threads of the inner layer), b) Cross-section of knitted fabric, 
visible outer layers and inner layer (filling)[3].

than in the case of  machines for manufacturing distance fabrics. This implies a different type 
of motion of the guide bars guiding the warp threads (rectilinear instead of swinging) and 
significant differences in the construction of the machine. 

3. General assumptions and conceptual design of the functional model of the warp-
knitting machine 

General assumptions and the conceptual design of the machine model derive primarily from 
the concept of 3D knitting technology. The main difference between the construction of 
distance knitted fabrics and 3D knitted fabrics according to [1, 2] is the sidewall structure of 
the cross-section. In the case of distance knitted fabrics, it does not constitute a closed 
circumference, and the two opposite walls of the outer layers are connected by thread loops 
(connectors) of the filling layer (Fig. 2b). In the case of the innovative knitted fabric, the 
sidewalls form a closed circumference, and the filling is built of successive layers of 
connectors perpendicular to each other, and not one-way as in distance fabrics. It can be said 
that such a knitted structure consists of two crossed distance knitted fabrics, or that it 
constitutes a common part, where the two fabrics perpendicular to each other penetrate.
Regarding the manufacturing process, distance knitted fabrics are produced on two needle 
combs, whereas the innovative fabric, as  can be concluded from the above, has to be formed 
on a four-comb warp-knitting machine. Each of the combs corresponds to one sidewall or 
outer layer to which it is parallel. General assumptions and the associated conceptual design 
of the four-comb warp-knitting machine constitute the first stage in the process of 
constructing the functional model (Fig. 3). Activities related to the construction and testing of 
the functional model are the subject of an application-oriented scientific work [6] 

Above should be ‘key elements of the warp……’
Fig. 3. Diagram of research activities: 
 a) from the general concept of the warp knitting machine to detailed construction documentation of its 
functional model, b) algorithm of simulation modeling preceding construction of the physical model. 

The conceptual design was developed on the basis of preliminary assumptions and basic 
technical features which have to be considered for each newly designed machine [14]. These 
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Figure 3. Diagram of research activities: a) from the general concept of the warp knitting machine to detailed construction documentation 
of its functional model, b) algorithm of simulation modeling preceding construction of the physical model.
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dynamic one [9, 10]), until the construc-
tion of the functional model is complet-
ed. The functionality of the model results 
from the implementation of the main 
technological functions of the machine, 
which in the case of a warp knitting ma-
chine is connected with the three main 
zones: the feeding zone (warp feeding), 
loop forming zone (formation of the 3D 
structure) and take-up zone. The basic 
technical features of the model are its ge-
ometry, kinematics and forces.

The geometry is understood as a system 
of loop-forming elements, including their 
dimensions and technological features 
(shape), as well as the spatial distribution 
of the elements (arrangement).

Geometric assumptions of the model:
n needle combs – 4 identical ones (thus 

the innovative warp knitting machine 
is defined as a four-comb machine) 
with a length of 101.6 mm (4”) ar-
ranged in a square configuration. 
The needle gauge adopted was 6, 
corresponding to the thickness of the 
processed technical warps. Latch nee-
dles were used, which do not require 
a press bar.

n knock-over combs- for the innovative 
3D knitted fabric, they form a closed 
square channel.

n guide bars – the model initially as-
sumed that the walls were produced 
of a single tricot stitch, which, how-
ever, is not very stable and requires 
additional joining of the walls at the 
edges. In order to avoid that, it was 
eventually decided that the walls 
should be formed of a stable double 
tricot, which eliminated the need for 
edge joining. In this case, however, 
two guide bars are necessary for each 
wall of the outer layer. Adding one for 
both directions of forming the inner 
layer, we have a total of 10 guide bars.

n structural restrictions – the feeding 
zone (above the loop-forming area), 
due to the high density of threads sup-
plied (Figure 4.a), cannot constitute 
the location for the moving parts and 
drives,

n feeding and take-up systems.

The functional model assumes negative 
feeding of the warp threads of the outer 
layers from small beams, and positive 
feeding from large beams (supported by 
individual drive) of the warp threads of 
the inner layer of the knitted fabric. In the 
case of the inner layer, the warp demand 
is about 40 times greater than for the out-

er layer, hence the difference in the size 
of the beams. These size differences were 
sufficient for testing, but for continuous 
operation another way of feeding the 
filling warp was considered, e.g. directly 
from the creel. In the model constructed 
the knitted fabric is taken-up by spiked 
rollers (Figure 4.b), which, acting mul-
ti-pointedly on the knitted fabric, due 
to the dispersion of the force required 
(which is also necessary to ensure the 
necessary technological tension of the 
threads), shall not cause fabric deforma-
tion.

Kinematic assumptions and model drive:
The starting point is the movement of the 
loop forming elements in the warp-knit-

ting machine for distance knitted fabrics. 
During the tests described in [2], kine-
matic courses of needle bars were record-
ed for a distance of 50 mm between the 
fabric walls (Figure 5.a). This quantity 
also represents the approximate spacing 
of the opposite needle combs, and at the 
same time the approximate thickness of 
the spacer fabric. Typical values given 
by the producers of distance fabrics are 
several mm, with the exception of the 
high distance machine from Karl Mayer 
(65 mm).

In the case of the conceptual design of the 
functional model, the stroke of the guide 
bar leading the warp threads of the inner 
layer is at least twice as large as on tra-

Figure 4. Feeding and take-up zones of the warp knitting machine at the stage of conceptual 
design: a) high density of threads supplied (according to manual model [2]), b) take-up 
(spiked rollers [1]).

Figure 5. Guide bars paths: 1.3 – sidewall warp, 2 – filling warp, a) for 2” spacing of needle 
combs (distance fabric), b) for 4” spacing of needle combs (functional model assumptions) 
c) graph (b) modified for animation of structural-geometric model.

technical features are first formulated in general terms,  then further elaborated( i.e. 
simulation models, including the initial one, geometric and structural one [7, 8], and then the 
dynamic one [9, 10]), until the construction of the functional model is completed. The  
functionality of the model results from the implementation of the main technological 
functions of the machine, which in the case of a warp knitting machine is connected with the 
three main zones: the feeding zone (warp feeding), loop forming zone (formation of the 3D 
structure) and take-up zone. The basic technical features of the model are its geometry, 
kinematics and forces. 
The geometry is understood as a system of loop-forming elements, including their dimensions 
and technological features (shape), as well as the spatial distribution of the elements 
(arrangement). 
Geometric assumptions of the model: 
- needle combs - 4 identical ones (thus the innovative warp knitting machine is defined as a 
four-comb machine) with a length of 101.6 mm (4")  arranged in a square configuration. The 
needle gauge adopted was 6, corresponding to the thickness of the processed technical warps. 
Latch needles were used, which do not require a press bar. 
- knock-over combs- for the innovative 3D knitted fabric, they form a closed square channel. 
- guide bars - the model initially assumed that the walls were produced of a single tricot stitch, 
which, however, is not very stable and requires additional joining of the walls at the edges. In 
order to avoid that, it was eventually decided that the walls should be formed of a stable 
double tricot, which eliminated the need for edge joining. In this case, however, two guide 
bars are necessary for each wall of the outer layer. Adding one for both directions of forming 
the inner layer, we have a total of 10 guide bars. 
- structural restrictions- the feeding zone (above the loop-forming area), due to the high 
density of threads supplied (Fig. 4a), cannot constitute the location for the moving parts and 
drives, 
- feeding and take-up systems. 
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necessary to ensure the necessary technological tension of the threads), shall not cause  fabric 
deformation. 
 
Kinematic assumptions and model drive. 
The starting point is the movement of the loop forming elements in the warp-knitting machine 
for distance knitted fabrics. During the tests described in [2], kinematic courses of needle bars 
were recorded for a distance of 50 mm between the fabric walls (Fig. 5a). This quantity also 
represents the approximate spacing of the opposite needle combs, and at the same time the 
approximate thickness of the spacer fabric. Typical values given by the producers of distance 
fabrics are several mm, with the exception of the high distance machine from Karl Mayer (65 
mm). 
In the case of the conceptual design of the functional model, the stroke of the guide bar 
leading the warp threads of the inner layer is at least twice as large as on traditional distance 
warp knitting machines. However, the same cycle duration was assumed for the distance of 4'' 
between two of the four walls of the 3D knitted fabric (Fig. 5b)  and for the distance of 2'' 
between the walls of the distance fabric (Fig. 5a). At the conceptual design stage , adopting 
such an assumption seems reasonable, because the double increase in the stroke length means 
smaller masses of the moving elements (shorter guide bars), which improves their dynamic 
properties. The correctness of this assumption in relation to the 100 mm stroke is confirmed 
by the analyses of virtual dynamic models of the feeding system conducted (including the 
beam, back rest roller, and slide with a guide bar) - described in [9, 10]. 

 
 

Fig.5. Guide bars paths: 1.3 - sidewall warp, 2 - filling warp, 
a) - for 2” spacing of needle combs (distance fabric), 
b) - for 4" spacing of needle combs (functional model assumptions) 
c) - graph (b) modified for animation of  structural-geometric model, 
 
 
The cycle duration for one pair of needle combs is then 0.6 s, and the full cycle (for two pairs)  
lasts 1.2 s. The average speed of the filling layer guide bar (2) in its main stroke increases 
twice, to approx. 1 m/s. Accelerations at the initial and final moment of this movement also 
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b) c)
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Figure 7. Loop-forming zone (view for one of two working planes) with pneumatic linear 
drives: side wall guide bars (1), filling layer guide bars (2), needles (3) and sinkers (4), 
S – stroke of filling layer guide bars.

increase. Time limits of the filling layer guide bar stroke are at a level of 0.1s. The strokes of 
the other loop-forming elements, such as warp guide bars of the fabric sidewalls, needle 
combs, and sinkers, were adopted at the level of 20 - 25 mm, and the laps (guide bar strokes 
along the needle comb)  by one pitch (for needle gauge 6, 4.2 mm). The assumptions above 
gave rise to kinematic simulations of the structural-geometric model [7, 8] - Fig. 5c. 
The reason for such a nature of  guide bar movement in the innovative warp knitting machine, 
which is different  from that in classic and distance machines, is, apart from the large spacing 
of sidewalls in the 3D fabric, the lack of possibility of placing classic drive mechanisms in the 
feeding zone. This results from the point-like rather than linear (as in classic warp knitting 
machine) character of the working space, which results in a high concentration of  warp 
threads supplied (Fig. 5a). Increasing the distance between the combs beyond the range used 
in classic warp knitting machines makes it necessary to reject the swinging movement of the 
guide bars in favor of a rectilinear motion. 
The conceptual design assumes that the linear drives for all bars are individual and 
synchronised, mechanical as well as pneumatic, with electronic control. This solution 
(different  to the branched drive from a single source, used in classic warp knitting machines) 
provides the  regulation possibilities necessary for model testing. Due to the large, and at the 
same time occurring in very short intervals, strokes of the filling layer guide bars, pneumatic 
drive is the most suitable. For  structural homogeneity of the model, the same type of drive 
was also adopted for the other loop forming elements. 

4. Functional model of the warp-knitting machine 

The functional model physically implemented enabled experimental verification of 
preliminary assumptions and previous simulation models (structural-geometric and dynamic) 
and preceded the construction of the machine prototype. 

4.1. Model design 

The results of testing virtual models, including the dynamic ones [9, 10, 11], which preceded 
the construction of the functional model, significantly contributed to the preparation of 
construction documentation (covering more than a hundred detailed drawings) for the 
technological size of 4"- Fig. 6. 

Figure 6. Design of complete functional model of warp knitting machine (left). Individual 
machine assemblies have been distinguished, including 3 to 6 – elements of loop forming 
zone. On the right – enlarged loop forming zone; two perpendicular working planes, two 
opposite needle combs within each of them.

Fig. 6. Design of complete functional model of warp knitting machine (left). Individual machine assemblies have 
been distinguished, including 3 to 6 – elements of loop forming zone. On the right - enlarged loop forming zone; 
two perpendicular working planes, two opposite needle combs within each of them.
The simulations  made it more likely that the solutions developed would be suitable, and 
significant corrections could be avoided after the elements had been made 'in metal'. 

Fig. 7. – Loop-forming zone (view for one of two working planes) with pneumatic linear drives: side wall guide 
bars (1), filling layer guide bars (2), needles (3) and sinkers (4), S – stroke of  filling layer guide bars.

The construction of individual machine zones was developed, including ones for loop 
formation (Fig. 7) and fabric take-up (Fig. 8). 

Fig. 8. Drive diagram (a) and 3D model of spiked take up rollers (b)

An original solution of the arrangement of guide bars forming the double tricot stitch of the 
fabric sidewalls was also proposed (Fig. 9). 

namic properties. The correctness of this 
assumption in relation to the 100 mm 
stroke is confirmed by the analyses of 
virtual dynamic models of the feeding 
system conducted (including the beam, 
back rest roller, and slide with a guide 
bar) – described in [9, 10].

The cycle duration for one pair of needle 
combs is then 0.6 s, and the full cycle 
(for two pairs) lasts 1.2 s. The average 
speed of the filling layer guide bar (2) 
in its main stroke increases twice, to ap-
prox. 1 m/s. Accelerations at the initial 
and final moment of this movement also 
increase. Time limits of the filling layer 
guide bar stroke are at a level of 0.1 s. 
The strokes of the other loop-forming 
elements, such as warp guide bars of 
the fabric sidewalls, needle combs, and 
sinkers, were adopted at the level of  
20-25 mm, and the laps (guide bar strokes 
along the needle comb) by one pitch (for 
needle gauge 6, 4.2 mm). The assump-
tions above gave rise to kinematic simu-
lations of the structural-geometric model 
[7, 8] – Figure 5.c.

The reason for such a nature of guide bar 
movement in the innovative warp knit-
ting machine, which is different from 
that in classic and distance machines, is, 
apart from the large spacing of sidewalls 
in the 3D fabric, the lack of possibility 
of placing classic drive mechanisms in 
the feeding zone. This results from the 
point-like rather than linear (as in classic 
warp knitting machine) character of the 
working space, which results in a high 
concentration of warp threads supplied 
(Figure 5.a). Increasing the distance be-
tween the combs beyond the range used 
in classic warp knitting machines makes 
it necessary to reject the swinging move-
ment of the guide bars in favor of a recti-
linear motion.

The conceptual design assumes that the 
linear drives for all bars are individual 
and synchronised, mechanical as well as 
pneumatic, with electronic control. This 
solution (different to the branched drive 
from a single source, used in classic warp 
knitting machines) provides the regu-
lation possibilities necessary for model 
testing. Due to the large, and at the same 
time occurring in very short intervals, 
strokes of the filling layer guide bars, 
pneumatic drive is the most suitable. For 
structural homogeneity of the model, the 
same type of drive was also adopted for 
the other loop forming elements.

ditional distance warp knitting machines. 
However, the same cycle duration was 
assumed for the distance of 4’’ between 
two of the four walls of the 3D knitted 
fabric (Figure 5.b) and for the distance 
of 2’’ between the walls of the distance 

fabric (Figure 5.a). At the conceptual de-
sign stage , adopting such an assumption 
seems reasonable, because the double in-
crease in the stroke length means smaller 
masses of the moving elements (shorter 
guide bars), which improves their dy-

Figure 8. Drive diagram (a) and 3D model of spiked take up rollers (b).

Fig. 6. Design of complete functional model of warp knitting machine (left). Individual machine assemblies have 
been distinguished, including 3 to 6 – elements of loop forming zone. On the right - enlarged loop forming zone; 
two perpendicular working planes, two opposite needle combs within each of them.
The simulations  made it more likely that the solutions developed would be suitable, and 
significant corrections could be avoided after the elements had been made 'in metal'. 

Fig. 7. – Loop-forming zone (view for one of two working planes) with pneumatic linear drives: side wall guide 
bars (1), filling layer guide bars (2), needles (3) and sinkers (4), S – stroke of  filling layer guide bars.

The construction of individual machine zones was developed, including ones for loop 
formation (Fig. 7) and fabric take-up (Fig. 8). 

Fig. 8. Drive diagram (a) and 3D model of spiked take up rollers (b)

An original solution of the arrangement of guide bars forming the double tricot stitch of the 
fabric sidewalls was also proposed (Fig. 9). 

a) b)
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 Functional model of  
the warp-knitting machine

The functional model physically im-
plemented enabled experimental verifi-
cation of preliminary assumptions and 
previous simulation models (structur-
al-geometric and dynamic) and preced-
ed the construction of the machine pro-
totype.

Model design
The results of testing virtual models, in-
cluding the dynamic ones [9-11], which 
preceded the construction of the func-
tional model, significantly contributed 
to the preparation of construction docu-
mentation (covering more than a hundred 
detailed drawings) for the technological 
size of 4”– Figure 6.

The simulations made it more likely that 
the solutions developed would be suit-
able, and significant corrections could 
be avoided after the elements had been 
made ‘in metal’.

The construction of individual machine 
zones was developed, including ones 
for loop formation (Figure 7) and fabric 
take-up (Figure 8).

An original solution of the arrangement 
of guide bars forming the double tricot 
stitch of the fabric sidewalls was also 
proposed (Figure 9).

Functional model of the warp-knitting 
machine – test stand
The functional model was designed (Fig-
ure 10.a) and implemented (Figures 10.b 
and 11) in a simplified version, with one 
working plane, without any drives in the 
fabric take-up zone, and with a negative 
warp feeding system.

When the functional model is physical-
ly constructed, and not only virtually, as 
sometimes happens, [12, 13] attempts 
are often made to reduce costs by using 
rapid prototyping methods and cheaper 
materials which can replace the original 
ones (without losing the characteristics 
required, such as strength or dimension-
al accuracy). In the construction of the 
warp knitting machine model, it was 
attempted to introduce 3D printing of 
selected details (Figures 12 and 13), 
in the case of which rigidity or strength 
characteristics of the substitute material 
do not constitute a significant limitation 
during tests.

Figure 9. Warp guide bars of the fabric sidewalls, kinematically coupled: a) diagram of the 
reverse motion of the bars: front (A) and rear (B), b) bars arranged on the fabric face and 
back; on the back the bar of the inner layer (vertical) is also visible, c) drive mechanism 
of the reverse motion of the bars, enabling their precise positioning in three technological 
positions, d) bar positions: middle, the so-called zero, meaning that bars A and B are exactly 
one after the other.

Fig. 9. Warp guide bars of the fabric sidewalls, kinematically coupled.
 a) diagram of the reverse motion of the bars: front (A) and rear (B), 
 b) bars arranged on the fabric face and back; on the back the bar of the inner layer (vertical) is also visible  
 c) drive mechanism of the reverse motion of the bars, enabling their precise positioning in three technological 

positions 
 d) bar positions: middle, the so-called zero, meaning that bars A and B are exactly one after the other 

4.2. Functional model of the warp-knitting machine - test stand 

The functional model was designed (Fig. 10a) and implemented (Figs. 10b, 11) in a simplified 
version, with one working plane, without any drives in the fabric take-up zone, and with a 
negative warp feeding system. 

a) b)

c) d)

Fig. 10. Functional model: a) - 3D design, b) - physical implementation (test stand).

Fig. 11. Set of needle combs with drive and  fabric forming tube (left) and set of guide bars of the filling layer of 
3D fabric - implemented ’in metal’.

When the functional model is physically constructed, and not only virtually, as  sometimes 
happens, [12, 13] attempts are often made to reduce  costs by using rapid prototyping 
methods and cheaper materials which can replace the original ones (without losing the 
characteristics required, such as strength or dimensional accuracy). In the construction of the 
warp knitting machine model, it was attempted to introduce 3D printing of selected details 
(Figs. 12, 13), in the case of which rigidity or strength characteristics of the substitute 
material do not constitute a significant limitation during tests. 

Fig. 12. Elements of  warp guide bars of  fabric sidewall - programming the 3D printing process (Voxelizer 
software).

Figure 10. Functional model: a) 3D design, b) physical implementation (test stand).

a) b)

Fig. 10. Functional model: a) - 3D design, b) - physical implementation (test stand).

Fig. 11. Set of needle combs with drive and  fabric forming tube (left) and set of guide bars of the filling layer of 
3D fabric - implemented ’in metal’.

When the functional model is physically constructed, and not only virtually, as  sometimes 
happens, [12, 13] attempts are often made to reduce  costs by using rapid prototyping 
methods and cheaper materials which can replace the original ones (without losing the 
characteristics required, such as strength or dimensional accuracy). In the construction of the 
warp knitting machine model, it was attempted to introduce 3D printing of selected details 
(Figs. 12, 13), in the case of which rigidity or strength characteristics of the substitute 
material do not constitute a significant limitation during tests. 

Fig. 12. Elements of  warp guide bars of  fabric sidewall - programming the 3D printing process (Voxelizer 
software).

The implementation of the assumptions 
concerning model drives is shown in 
Figure 14. The system of pneumatic 
linear drives is based on the diagram 
(Figure 14.a), whereas synchronisation, 
necessary for the efficient manufactur-

ing of the knitted fabric, is ensured by 
the cyclogram developed (Figure 14.b), 
according to which the control program 
operates. The kinematics of the actuators 
shown on the cyclogram also correspond 
to the paths of the loop forming elements.
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Figure 13. Set of warp guide bars of fabric 
sidewall during assembly (thrust bearing 
mountings marked in red and bar holder 
marked in black – 3D printing).

Figure 14. Pneumatic drive system of actuators in the 
functional model: a) diagram, b) cyclogram. S1, S2 – actuators 
of main motion of sidewall guide bars, S3 – actuators of main 
motion of filling layer guide bars, S4 & S5 – actuators of 
needle combs, MS6 – miniature actuator of filling layer guide 
bar laps, MS7 – MS10 – miniature actuators of reverse laps 
of sidewall guide bars.

Figure 11. Set of needle combs with drive and fabric forming tube (left) and set of guide 
bars of the filling layer of 3D fabric – implemented ’in metal’.

Figure 12. Elements of warp guide bars of fabric sidewall – programming the 3D printing 
process (Voxelizer software).

Model tests
The tests carried out on the functional 
model made it possible to draw some im-
portant conclusions as to the technologi-
cal efficiency of the machine, which was 
confirmed by the experiments. The fol-
lowing tests were performed:

1 – Organoleptic testing of the rigidity of 
the structure elements: both component 
parts and their connections (actual clear-
ances), including rigidity tests for the 
elements made of alternative materials, 
such as light alloys (aluminum) or print-

Fig. 10. Functional model: a) - 3D design, b) - physical implementation (test stand).

Fig. 11. Set of needle combs with drive and  fabric forming tube (left) and set of guide bars of the filling layer of 
3D fabric - implemented ’in metal’.

When the functional model is physically constructed, and not only virtually, as  sometimes 
happens, [12, 13] attempts are often made to reduce  costs by using rapid prototyping 
methods and cheaper materials which can replace the original ones (without losing the 
characteristics required, such as strength or dimensional accuracy). In the construction of the 
warp knitting machine model, it was attempted to introduce 3D printing of selected details 
(Figs. 12, 13), in the case of which rigidity or strength characteristics of the substitute 
material do not constitute a significant limitation during tests. 

Fig. 12. Elements of  warp guide bars of  fabric sidewall - programming the 3D printing process (Voxelizer 
software).

Fig. 13. Set of warp guide bars of fabric sidewall during assembly (thrust bearing mountings marked in red and 
bar holder marked in black - 3D printing). 

Fig 14. Pneumatic drive system of actuators in the functional model: a) - diagram, b) - cyclogram.
S1, S2 - actuators of main motion of sidewall guide bars, S3 - actuators of main motion of filling layer guide 
bars, S4 & S5 - actuators of needle combs, MS6 - miniature actuator of filling layer guide bar laps, MS7 - MS10 
- miniature actuators of reverse laps of sidewall guide bars 

Fig. 13. Set of warp guide bars of fabric sidewall during assembly (thrust bearing mountings marked in red and 
bar holder marked in black - 3D printing). 

Fig 14. Pneumatic drive system of actuators in the functional model: a) - diagram, b) - cyclogram.
S1, S2 - actuators of main motion of sidewall guide bars, S3 - actuators of main motion of filling layer guide 
bars, S4 & S5 - actuators of needle combs, MS6 - miniature actuator of filling layer guide bar laps, MS7 - MS10 
- miniature actuators of reverse laps of sidewall guide bars 

Fig. 10. Functional model: a) - 3D design, b) - physical implementation (test stand).

Fig. 11. Set of needle combs with drive and  fabric forming tube (left) and set of guide bars of the filling layer of 
3D fabric - implemented ’in metal’.

When the functional model is physically constructed, and not only virtually, as  sometimes 
happens, [12, 13] attempts are often made to reduce  costs by using rapid prototyping 
methods and cheaper materials which can replace the original ones (without losing the 
characteristics required, such as strength or dimensional accuracy). In the construction of the 
warp knitting machine model, it was attempted to introduce 3D printing of selected details 
(Figs. 12, 13), in the case of which rigidity or strength characteristics of the substitute 
material do not constitute a significant limitation during tests. 

Fig. 12. Elements of  warp guide bars of  fabric sidewall - programming the 3D printing process (Voxelizer 
software).

Fig. 13. Set of warp guide bars of fabric sidewall during assembly (thrust bearing mountings marked in red and 
bar holder marked in black - 3D printing). 

Fig 14. Pneumatic drive system of actuators in the functional model: a) - diagram, b) - cyclogram.
S1, S2 - actuators of main motion of sidewall guide bars, S3 - actuators of main motion of filling layer guide 
bars, S4 & S5 - actuators of needle combs, MS6 - miniature actuator of filling layer guide bar laps, MS7 - MS10 
- miniature actuators of reverse laps of sidewall guide bars 

a) b)

ed from ABS. Before the final assembly 
of the functional model, while construct-
ing some of its elements, important struc-
tural features were revealed which con-
firmed both the correctness of the solu-
tions adopted and some shortcomings 
that should be eliminated. That is why 
model optimisation was necessary before 
constructing a prototype of the indus-
trial version of the machine. In the case 
of the sidewall guide bars, the key role 
for movement precision and accuracy is 
played by the rigidity of the bar system in 
the direction of its main motion, as well 
as in the perpendicular direction (lap di-
rection). The relatively long linear bear-
ings are to ensure the rigidity required in 
the direction of the main motion. Bearing 
mountings are made of ABS plastic on 
a 3D printer.

In the case of the guide bars of the fill-
ing layer, organoleptic tests and manual 
trials without side loading confirmed suf-
ficiently smooth and stable movement of 
the slider along the bar. A slight deflec-
tion of the bar was observed after apply-
ing a small load simulating lateral forces 
from warp tensions.

In the whole structure, motion resistance 
of the elements guiding individual needle 
combs and guide bars was tested manu-
ally after the functional model had been 
assembled. The accuracy of bar arrange-
ment in extreme positions, correspond-
ing to full strokes of the driving actua-
tors, was also tested. It was found that 
the functional model meets the thresh-
old requirements in terms of structural 
strength, rigidity and kinematic accuracy, 
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and can be subjected to further techno-
logical tests.

2 – Testing the movement of loop forming 
elements and their drives without a tech-
nological load (Figure 15.a) at minimum 
speeds, and then when the speeds gradu-
ally increased, the accuracy and precision 
of the movement of the needle combs and 
guide bars in relation to each other were 
observed.

Kinematic and dynamic tests were car-
ried out without loading the needle 
combs and guide bars with warp. All 
pneumatic drives were switched on suc-
cessively, starting from the lower levels 
of air speed and pressure. The operation 
of the actuators was considered appro-
priate. With a gradual increase in speed 
up to fast strokes at a pressure of 6 bar, it 
was observed that the nature of actuator 
operation changed to more percussive at 
reversal points. The conclusion is that the 
actuators need to be slowed by increasing 
damping in extreme positions. It is diffi-
cult to predict how the warp is going to 
affect actuator operation.

3 – Testing the behaviour of the loop 
forming system with warp introduced 
(Figure 15.b) and the conditions of the 
manufacturing process of the 3D knitted 
fabric- test of the technological efficien-
cy of the machine.

In order to determine the technological 
efficiency of the machine, preliminary 
tests of the functional model with warp 
were carried out at relatively low speeds 
of the loop-forming elements. It was as-
sumed that the speed would be gradually 

Figure 15. Functional model of warp knitting machine during tests: a) loop forming zone 
without warp, b) loop forming zone with warp.

Figure 16. Forming a 3D knitted fabric: a) diagram, b) loop forming zone. Designation of loop-forming elements: Right wall of 3D fabric 
(according to the position in the drawing): G1a – front guide bar ,G1b – rear guide bar, I1 – needle comb;  Left wall of 3D fabric: G3a – 
front guide bar , G3b – rear guide bar , I1’– needle comb; Inner layer of 3D fabric (blue): G2 – guide bar of filling layer.

The implementation of the assumptions concerning model drives is shown in Fig. 14. The 
system of pneumatic linear drives is based on the diagram (Fig. 14a), whereas 
synchronisation, necessary for the efficient manufacturing of the knitted fabric, is ensured by 
the cyclogram developed (Fig. 14b), according to which the control program operates. The 
kinematics of the actuators shown on the cyclogram also correspond to the paths of the loop 
forming elements. 

 
4.3 Model tests 
 

 
Fig. 15. Functional model of warp knitting machine during tests: a) – loop forming zone without warp, b) -  
loop forming zone with warp 
 
The tests carried out on the functional model made it possible to draw some important 
conclusions as to the technological efficiency of the machine, which was confirmed by the 
experiments. The following tests were performed: 
1 - Organoleptic testing of the rigidity of the structure elements: both component parts and 
their connections (actual clearances), including rigidity tests for the elements made of 
alternative materials, such as light alloys (aluminum) or printed from ABS. Before the final 
assembly of the functional model, while constructing some of its elements, important 
structural features were revealed which confirmed both the correctness of the solutions 
adopted and some shortcomings that should be eliminated. That is why model optimisation 
was necessary before constructing a prototype of the industrial version of the machine. In the 
case of the sidewall guide bars, the key role for movement precision and accuracy is played 
by the rigidity of the bar system in the direction of its main motion, as well as in the 
perpendicular direction (lap direction). The relatively long linear bearings  are to ensure the 
rigidity required in the direction of the main motion. Bearing mountings are made of ABS 
plastic on a 3D printer. 
In the case of the guide bars of the filling layer, organoleptic tests and manual trials without 
side loading confirmed sufficiently smooth and stable movement of the slider along the bar. A 
slight deflection of the bar was observed after applying a small load simulating lateral forces 
from  warp tensions. 
In the whole structure, motion resistance of the elements guiding individual needle combs and 
guide bars was tested manually after the functional model had been assembled. The accuracy 
of  bar arrangement in extreme positions, corresponding to  full strokes of the driving 
actuators, was also tested. It was found  that the functional model meets the threshold 
requirements in terms of structural strength, rigidity and kinematic accuracy, and can be 
subjected to further technological tests. 
2 – Testing the movement of loop forming elements and their drives without a technological 
load (Fig. 15a) at minimum speeds, and then when the speeds gradually increased, the 

a) b)

accuracy and precision of the movement of the needle combs and guide bars in relation to 
each other were observed. 
Kinematic and dynamic tests were carried out without loading the needle combs and guide 
bars with  warp. All pneumatic drives were switched on successively, starting from the lower 
levels of air speed and pressure. The operation of the actuators was considered appropriate. 
With a gradual increase in speed up to fast strokes at a pressure of 6 bar, it was observed that 
the nature of  actuator operation changed to more percussive at reversal points. The 
conclusion is that the actuators need to be slowed by increasing damping in extreme positions. 
It is difficult to predict how the warp is going to affect  actuator operation. 
3 – Testing the behaviour of the loop forming system with  warp introduced (Fig. 15b) and the 
conditions of the manufacturing process of the 3D knitted fabric- test of the technological 
efficiency of the machine. 
In order to determine the technological efficiency of the machine, preliminary tests of the 
functional model with  warp were carried out at relatively low speeds of the loop-forming 
elements. It was assumed that the speed would be gradually increased if there were no 
disturbances during the process. It was also assumed, for fear of possible collision of the 
elements whose kinematic paths intersect, that the tests should consist of individual switching 
on of pneumatic drives, so as to ensure the correct movement sequence and control of the 
position of the needle combs and guide bars at any time. Switching on all the drives in full 
synchronisation according to the cyclogram (Fig. 14) was planned at a later stage, after 
making sure that each element of the complex system worked properly, or that after necessary 
corrections it was going to function without risk of collision, which would have been 
destructive. 
 
Process of creating 3D knitted fabric in the functional model studied: 

 
Fig. 16. Forming a 3D knitted fabric: a) - diagram, b) - loop forming zone. 
 Designation of loop-forming elements: 
- Right wall of 3D fabric (according to the position in the drawing): G1a - front guide bar ,G1b - rear guide bar, 
I1 - needle comb, 
- Left wall of 3D fabric: G3a - front guide bar , G3b - rear guide bar , I1'- needle comb 
- Inner layer of 3D fabric (blue): G2 - guide bar of filling layer. 
 
Before the process of forming the 3D knitted fabric started, appropriate fragments of the side 
walls were prepared in order to create a stable base (even loops and even distribution of 
thread loads) for fixing the first loops of the filling layer. 
Characteristic locations of the loop-forming elements in the subsequent phases of producing 
a spacer fabric - in this case a distance fabric (two needle combs) but with twice the 
maximum spacing of the sidewalls - are shown in Fig. 17. 

increased if there were no disturbances 
during the process. It was also assumed, 
for fear of possible collision of the ele-
ments whose kinematic paths intersect, 
that the tests should consist of individual 
switching on of pneumatic drives, so as 
to ensure the correct movement sequence 
and control of the position of the nee-
dle combs and guide bars at any time. 
Switching on all the drives in full syn-
chronisation according to the cyclogram 
(Figure 14) was planned at a later stage, 
after making sure that each element of 
the complex system worked properly, or 
that after necessary corrections it was go-
ing to function without risk of collision, 
which would have been destructive.

Process of creating 3D knitted fabric in 
the functional model studied.

Before the process of forming the 3D 
knitted fabric started, appropriate frag-
ments of the side walls were prepared in 
order to create a stable base (even loops 
and even distribution of thread loads) 
for fixing the first loops of the filling 
layer.

Characteristic locations of the loop-form-
ing elements in the subsequent phases of 
producing a spacer fabric – in this case 
a distance fabric (two needle combs) but 
with twice the maximum spacing of the 
sidewalls – are shown in Figure 17.

In the description of the motion of the 
loop-forming elements in the subsequent 
stages of the knitting process, the fol-
lowing terms have been adopted: main 
motion – stroke in the direction perpen-
dicular to the needle comb, equivalent to 
the swinging motion in classic warp knit-
ting machines, lap – stroke parallel to the 
needle comb – as in classic warp-knitting 
machines, where it is also called longitu-
dinal movement (along the needles), zero 
position – where the front and rear guide 
bars performing the reverse motion are 
situated exactly one after the other, ‘in 
front of’ and ‘behind’ positions – in front 
of and behind the needles (in front of the 
needles on the side of the latches).

Description of phases 1 to 4, identical 
for the right (P) and left (L) wall – Fig-
ure 17:

a) b)
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In the description of the motion of the loop-forming elements in the subsequent stages of the 
knitting process, the following terms have been adopted: main motion – stroke in the 
direction perpendicular to the needle comb, equivalent to the swinging motion in classic warp 
knitting machines, lap- stroke parallel to the needle comb - as in classic warp-knitting 
machines, where it is also called longitudinal movement (along the needles). zero position - 
where the front and rear guide bars performing the reverse motion are situated exactly one 
after the other, ’in front of’ and ”behind’ positions - in front of and behind the needles (in 
front of the needles on the side of the latches). 
 

 
Fig. 17. Stages of knitted fabric formation. P1 to P4- forming a course of the right wall, P- L- forming half of the 
loop connecting the walls, when the guide bar of the filling layer shifts from the right to the left, L1 to L4 - 
forming a course of the left wall, L – P- after the course has been formed the middle bar (of the filling) starts to 
shift towards the opposite (right) wall, forming the second half of the loop connecting the fabric walls 
 
Description of phases 1 to 4, identical for the right (P) and left (L) wall - fig. 17: 
Phases P1 and L1 – The guide bars of walls Ga and Gb and the warp guide bars of the filling 
layer G2 are situated behind the needles and make a lap to the zero position. The needles are 
in the lowest position. 
Phases P2 and L2 – The guide bars pass between the needles to the ’in front of’ position. The 
threads are prepared to feed the needles. 

n Phases P1 and L1 – The guide bars of 
walls Ga and Gb and the warp guide 
bars of the filling layer G2 are situated 
behind the needles and make a lap to 
the zero position. The needles are in 
the lowest position.

n Phases P2 and L2 – The guide bars 
pass between the needles to the ’in 
front of’ position. The threads are pre-
pared to feed the needles.

n Phases P3 and L3 – Feeding the nee-
dle is completed. Guide bars in the 
’behind’ position.

n Phases P4 and L4 – Needles in the 
lowest position; a course has been 
formed.

Transitional phases, P-L and L-P, – form-
ing the filling layer, (creating loops be-
tween the walls, main motion (stroke of 
120 mm) of bar G2 towards the opposite 
wall of the knitted fabric; at the same 
time needle bars Ga and Gb move to the 
position ’in front of’ the needles.

 Conclusions
The main purpose of the scientific and 
application work was to construct and 
examine a physical functional model of 
a warp knitting machine for 3D knitted 
fabrics. The functional model was used 
to perform tests confirming the techno-

logical efficiency of the machine. Before 
the model was constructed, the following 
stages had to be completed:
n preliminary assumptions based on the 

concept presented in relevant publica-
tions,

n geometric, structural and dynamic 
models of the main zones of the warp 
knitting machine, together with cyclo-
grams of the drives for the loop-form-
ing elements,

n construction documentation of the 
model in a full four-needle-comb ver-
sion,

n 3D model of the simplified dou-
ble-needle-comb version.

Figure 17. Stages of knitted fabric formation. P1 to P4 – forming a course of the right wall, P-L – forming half of the loop connecting the 
walls, when the guide bar of the filling layer shifts from the right to the left, L1 to L4 – forming a course of the left wall, L-P – after the 
course has been formed the middle bar (of the filling) starts to shift towards the opposite (right) wall, forming the second half of the loop 
connecting the fabric walls.
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The functional model of a warp knitting 
machine constructed consists of feeding 
units with negative warp feeding, loop 
forming units with original design solu-
tions (which are the subject of patent ap-
plications), as well as drive and control 
systems.

The technological and experimental tests 
carried out on the physical functional 
model confirmed the possibility of pro-
ducing 3D knitted fabrics according to 
the innovative concept, on a new type 
of four-needle-comb warp knitting ma-
chine.
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